What is the true nature of space and time? These concepts are at the heart of science, and are often taken for granted even by practising scientists, but, as this volume explains, they remain deeply wrapped in enigma. Their structure at both the smallest pre-subatomic and the largest cosmological levels continues to defy modern physics and may require revolutionary new ideas for which science is still grasping.
In this book, experts offer -in generally non technical languagesome distinctive perspectives on the fundamental mysteries and gaps in our grasp of physical reality . . . enlightening and fascinating to anyone with an enquiring mind who has ever wondered 'did time have a beginning?', 'is space infinite', 'why are there three dimensions?' or 'does space have an atomic structure'?
Martin Rees, Professor of Cosmology and Astrophysics, University of Cambridge, and author of Gravity's Fatal Attraction
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He is author of a major textbook in the field and numerous research articles. admit over a beer or a glass of wine that part of the problem is that spacetime is probably not a continuum, but they have no mathematical alternative, so they carry on building their theory on a continuum assumption. I include here string theory, which seeks to encode particles and forces as a quantum theory of small bits of string -but still moving in a continuum. On the other problem, even a few years ago it was inconceivable that quantum gravity could ever be tested in the laboratory in the foreseeable future. This was a simple matter of back-of-envelope estimates that gravity is so weak a force that its effects at a subatomic scale are absolutely tiny. I recall even three years ago a government grant application being angrily rejected because it implied that a certain quantum-gravity experiment could be done, as this would clearly be a waste of resources. Now I think this has all fed in recent decades into a certain malaise. It is a malaise that occurs when a long-standing problem is never really addressed and when most people believe that it is not even worth sincerely to try. I am not saying that nothing worthwhile has been done in the last two decades, far from it, rather my point is to analyse why the problem of an actual theory of quantum gravity has been so intractable and I think it is for the two very good reasons mentioned. And perhaps it could be said that in antidote to what I feel in recent decades has been a tendency in the media to give just the opposite impression. When one of my colleagues goes on the radio and provides an authoritative soundbite that spacetime is, for example, a 10-dimensional continuum (of which we are somehow constrained to live in 4) they give such an opposite impression. The correct statement is not that a version of string theory predicts that spacetime is a 10-dimensional continuum but that string theory presumes as a starting point that spacetime is a continuum of some dimension n in which extended objects called 'strings' move. String theory then turns out not to work in the desired case n = 4 due to some technical anomalies but one can fix these by taking n = 10, say. This 'fix' of course opens up much worse conceptual and technical problems about explaining away the unobserved extra dimensions and why this particular fix and not some other. What is lost to the public here is a sense of perspective, that this or that theory is just that, a theory that should be tested or if that is not possible then at least weighed for its explanatory power against its complexity and ad-hocness of presumptions. I should say that I have used the example of string theory here only because it has been so much in the media in recent years, the same criteria should be applied elsewhere in theoretical physics. Penrose are probably the most profound but will also require more work from the reader fully to grasp. The essay of Heller could be read directly but with backward reference for some of the science, while the essay of Polkinghorne is both a very accessible epilogue to the entire volume and an introduction to his own two recent books. In all the works, because we are talking about fundamental physics, the Universe, etc., there will be references to vast or to vastly small numbers. The kinds of numbers involved are necessarily mind-boggling even for a physicist and we will have to use scientific notation for them. Here a large number is expressed in terms of 1 followed by so many zeros. For example an American billion is 10 9 meaning 1 000 000 000 (1 followed by nine zeros). Similarly 10 −9 means one American billionth, i.e. start with 1.0 and then move the decimal place 9 spots to the left to obtain 0.000 000 001. In terms of physical units, cm means centimetres, g means grams, s means seconds and K means degrees Kelvin (degrees centigrade + 273.15).
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Other units will generally be explained where needed. We will generally state physical quantities only to a level of accuracy sufficient for the discussion. 
